The coronavirus is currently spread all over the globe. It is easier to find the countries that
are not affected from this virus. For that reason, WHO, the organization which controls
global health issues, declared that this situation is a global pandemic. Due to this, Purdue
University announced that they are moving every class into online instead of physical
meeting. So, for the students who returned to their own country, have difficulties of time
difference. When doing team project, international students must wake up middle of a
night to work simultaneously with other groupmates. This part was my personal feelings
and thoughts about distance class. From now, I am going to talk in terms of social. It is
well known that the first case was reported in China. Due to that, most of the people think
that the virus is originated from Asia. However, this kind of thinking leads to an inappropriate
situation. In Europe, there are many Asians suffering from racism. There are several
cases reported at news that Asians being treated in an improper manner. For example, in
a subway station in Germany, white people told a group Asian people that they have
to go back to their home and eat some corona soup. I think the happening right now is a
serious problem. First of all, racism can never be justified as a right action. The Emancipation
Proclamation was announced in 1863. It has been past almost 160 years that the concept
of every human is equal no matter of their status, religion, and race is introduced officially.
Second, there is no history that people discriminate others because of virus. In other words, no
one discriminated Africa people when Ebola virus spread globally, no one said a bad word
to the people from Middle Eastern when MERS broke out. But I do not understand why this
case is different compared to before. If conflict between racial group continues, more and more
problem will arouse. My personal concern about this division is that if emotional hatred gets
deeper, World War III is no more a fiction. I am not claiming Chinese are not responsible for
this situation. But, it is a high time to unify between countries even more races, not a time to
make more conflicts if people around the globe truly hope to end this irregular circumstance.

